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EFFECT OF ANISOTROPIC IMPURITY SCATTERINGIN A d-WAVE SUPERCONDUCTOR�A. Mai¡g, P. Pisarski and G. Hara«Institute of Physis, Wroªaw Tehnial UniversityWybrze»e Wyspia«skiego 27, 50-370 Wroªaw, Poland(Reeived July 10, 2002)We study the impurity e�et on the superonduting d-wave state a-ounting for the momentum-dependent impurity potential. We disuss theimpurity-indued ritial temperature suppression, loal density of statesin the viinity of a single impurity, and the density of states in a superon-dutor with a spatial impurity distribution.PACS numbers: 74.20.�z, 74.62.�, 74.62.Dh, 74.72.�h1. IntrodutionImpurities provide a useful tool in probing the symmetry of unonven-tional superonduting states [1-5℄. The most diret probe of a simple de-fet impat on superondutivity is provided by the sanning tunneling mi-rosopy (STM) measurement of the position-dependent quasipartile den-sity of states. The STM images of Zn and Ni substitutions at the planar Cusites in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+Æ reveal a distint four-fold symmetry of the loaldensity of states (LDOS) [1, 2℄ predited for the d-wave superondutor re-sponse to disorder [3, 4℄. In addition to providing detailed information onthe superonduting state, this kind of experiment may shed light on thenature of the quasipartile sattering enters. Although the main feature ofthe four-fold symmetry of the tunneling urrents is aptured by the model ofisotropi impurity sattering, the observed spatial dependene of the quasi-partile density of states is far more omplex, and may originate from a nontrivial struture of the impurity potential. The issue of anisotropy of theimpurity potential has been evoked in the disussion of the disorder-induedsuppression of the ritial temperature in the uprates [6-8℄. It has beenshown that the low impurity pair-breaking e�et in these ompounds an be� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(479)



480 A. Mai¡g, P. Pisarski, G. Hara«understood within a senario of a momentum-dependent (anisotropi) im-purity sattering in the d-wave superondutor [11-14℄. In the present paperwe ompare the e�et of the anisotropi impurity potential on the ritialtemperature, quasipartile density of states and loal density of states in theviinity of a single impurity, and onlude to what extend the momentum-dependene of the sattering potential is responsible for the disorder phe-nomena observed in the uprates. We onsider the momentum-dependentimpurity potential [11-15℄ v �k;k0� = vi + vaf (k) f �k0�, where vi, va areisotropi and anisotropi sattering amplitudes, respetively, f (k) is theanisotropy funtion that vanishes after integration over the Fermi surfae.We study the e�et of anisotropy by referring to isotropi impurity potentialv0 that determines the sattering strength in both isotropi and anisotropisattering hannels: vi = �v0, va = (1� �) v0; where 0 � � � 1 is a par-tition parameter. Sattering is isotropi for � = 1 and purely anisotropifor � = 0. For the analysis of di�erent sattering limits we introdue aonvenient parameter  = 1= (�N0v0), where N0 is the density of states perspin at the Fermi level in the normal state. In the alulations we assumea two-dimensional superondutivity. We disuss the impurity e�et on thesuperonduting state determined by the order parameter �(k) = �0e (k),where e (k) = p2 os 2� and the amplitude of �(k) is de�ned as� = p2�0.2. Critial temperaturePotential determined by f (k) = p2 �k2x � k2y� = p2 os 2� whih is inphase with the d-wave superonduting order parameter leads to a partiu-larly moderate suppression of the ritial temperature [10℄. A signi�antlylowered pair-breaking for the in phase sattering is apparent for a modelpotential given by f (k) = �1. In the Born limit the ritial temperature isdetermined by [11, 14, 15℄ln TT0 = �hei2 + hefi2 � 1�"  12 + �N0 �v2i + v2a�2�T !�  �12�#+ hefi2 " �12��   12 + �N0 �v2i + v2a�2�T �1� 2vivav2i + v2a�!#(1)and for the resonant impurity sattering we have [10℄ln TT0 = �hei2 + hefi2 � 1� � �12 + 2�2�T��  �12�� ; (2)where T0 is the ritial temperature of a pure system, � = n=�N0, and nis the impurity onentration. A straightforward analysis of Eqs. (1) and



E�et of Anisotropi Impurity Sattering in a d-Wave Superondutor 481(2) shows that T is maximal for the in phase sattering. It has been shownthat sattering being lose to the in phase sattering reprodues the observedinitial T suppression in the uprates [13, 14℄.3. Loal density of statesThe position-dependent hange of the quasipartile density of statesaround a single impurity is determined by the real spae transform of theretarded Green's funtion Ĝ and reads ÆN (r; !) = � 1� Im fÆG11 (r; !)g.The single impurity approximation means that the impurity-indued self-energy is not determined self-onsistently, i.e., the t-matrix equation issolved with the Green's funtion of a pure system. We have evaluated the

Fig. 1. LDOS-map at the resonane frequeny ! = 0:032� around the impurityloated at (0,0) in the ab plane of the d-wave superondutor for isotropi impuritypotential. The density of states is given in the units of the FS two-spin densityof states N(0) and varies from the lowest (blak) to the highest (white) valueaording to the sale next to the map. The distane is measured in k�1F units.LDOS for equal impurity sattering strength in isotropi and anisotropihannel � = 0:5 and for  = 0:05 that simulates resonant sattering. Theoherene length has been set to �0 = 12�k�1F and the paraboli eletronenergy band has been assumed. The out of phase impurity potential de-�ned by f (k) = p2 sin 2� leads to exatly the same LDOS on the impurity
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Fig. 2. LDOS-map at the resonane frequeny ! = 0:032� around the impurityloated at (0,0) in the ab plane of the d-wave superondutor for the out of phaseimpurity potential (f(k) = p2 sin 2�). Units as in Fig. 1.as the isotropi sattering. It gives rise to a bound state at the energy! = �0:032�. The spatial distribution of the quasipartile states di�ers,however, from the one around the isotropi impurity (Figs. 1 and 2). Wehave also heked that the in phase impurity potential does not generate theimpurity-bound state exept for a low anisotropy ontent, that is, � � 0:9or for a high anisotropy, i.e., � � 0:1.4. Density of statesWe perform a fully self-onsistent t-matrix evaluation of the self-energyfor the d-wave superondutor with a uniform impurity distribution assum-ing a onstant partile-hole symmetri density of states in the normal state.The quasipartile density of states in the superonduting state DOS =� 1�Xk ImG11 (k; !) is shown in Fig. 3 for several sattering regimes: Born( = 10=�), intermediate ( = 1=�) and unitary ( = 0:001=�). We note,that ompared to isotropi sattering the in phase (f � os 2�) impuritypotential redues the density of states, for the intermediate sattering itan hange the low-energy dependene of the density of states and for theunitary sattering does not generate the impurity band. The out of phasepotential (f � sin 2�) e�et on the d-wave superonduting state resemblesthe one of the isotropi impurity but has a slightly stronger pair-breakinge�et seen in a larger density of states.
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Fig. 3. The density of states for weak (Born) impurity sattering  = 10=� andimpurity onentration n = 1 a.u.: (a) isotropi potential, (b) anisotropi po-tential f (k) = p2 os 2�, () anisotropi potential f (k) = p2 sin 2�; interme-diate impurity sattering  = 1=� and impurity onentration n = 1 a.u.: (d)isotropi potential, (e) anisotropi potential f (k) = p2 os 2�, (f) anisotropi po-tential f (k) = p2 sin 2�; resonant impurity sattering  = 0:001=� and impu-rity onentration n = 0:01 a.u.: (g) isotropi potential, (h) anisotropi potentialf (k) = p2 os 2�, (i) anisotropi potential f (k) = p2 sin 2�. The potential parti-tion parameter � = 0:8. 5. ConlusionThe senario of anisotropi impurity sattering reprodues experimen-tally determined suppression of the ritial temperature in uprates for theimpurity potential in phase with the order parameter, that is, f (k) � os 2�.Suh an impurity potential, however, leads to a low density of states in thed-wave superondutor and does not generate the impurity-bound state ob-served in the STM images of the uprates exept for a low (� � 0:9) and ahigh anisotropy (� � 0:1) of the sattering potential.The work was supported in part by Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) grant No. 5 P03B 058 20.
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